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Blood moon prophecy - Wikipedia The blood moon prophecy was a series of apocalyptic beliefs promoted by Christian ministers John Hagee and Mark Biltz, which
state that a tetrad (a series of four consecutive lunar eclipsesâ€”coinciding on Jewish holidaysâ€”with six full moons in between, and no intervening partial lunar
eclipses) which began with the April 2014 lunar eclipse is a sign of the beginning of the end times as described in the Bible in the Book of Joel, Acts 2:20, and
Revelation 6:12. Blood Moon - Total Lunar Eclipse - Time and Date The term Blood Moon is also sometimes used to refer to four total lunar eclipses that happen in
the span of two years, a phenomenon astronomers call a lunar tetrad. The eclipses in a tetrad occur about six months apart with at least five uneclipsed Full Moons
between them. Four Blood Moons: Something Is About to Change: John Hagee ... I was somewhat disappointed with this book by Hagee. The majority of the book is
not really spent discussing the four blood moons, but rather on a summation of end-time events and what is coming. Hagee would point out that you need that
background to understand the significance of the four blood moons.

Four Blood Moons - Theatrical One Night Event FOUR BLOOD MOONS is a theatrical one night event exploring a rare lunar phenomenon that over the centuries
has accompanied both tragedy and triumph for the Jewish people. From Pastor John Hageeâ€™s New York Times best-selling book of the same name (750,000
copies in print from Worthy Publishing), FOUR BLOOD MOONS is in theaters March 23. Four Blood Moons | Endtime Ministries with Irvin Baxter When four
blood moons happen in close succession, NASA refers to this as a tetrad. Tetrads are rather rare, only taking place fifty-five times since 1 AD. The Teaching of the 4
Blood Moons. The teaching of the four blood moons has recently captivated the attention of the religious world. Four Blood Moons, DVD - Christianbook.com Only
three times within the past 500 years have four blood moons---total lunar eclipses---occurred back-to-back on major Jewish holidays. What pivotal historical events
took place during these celestial happenings?.

Four Blood Moons: Something Is About to Change by John ... Consider this events from the past three Blood Moons in the last century: Four &quot;blood-red&quot;
total lunar eclipses will fall on Passover and Sukkot in 2014 and 2015, the same back-to-back occurrences at the time of 1492, 1949 and 1967. Four Blood Moons |
Fandango Due to popular demand, Four Blood Moons the theatrical event returns to select cinemas nationwide for one final showing on Thursday, April 9.
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